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Abstract
Today, Cluster based routing protocols are the most useful schemes for extending Wireless Sensor
Networks lifetime through dividing the nodes into several clusters and electing of a local cluster head for
aggregating/fusing of cluster nodes data and transmitting a packet to Base Station. However, there are
several energy efficient cluster-based methods in the literature; most of them used the topological
neighborhood or adjacency as main parameter to form the clusters. This paper presents a new centralized
adaptive Energy Based Clustering protocol through the application of Self-organizing map neural network
(called EBCS) which can cluster sensor nodes, based on multi parameters, energy level and coordinates of
sensor nodes. We applied some maximum energy nodes as weights of SOM map units, so that the nodes
with higher energy attract the nearest nodes with lower energy levels. Thus, a cluster may not necessarily
contain adjacent nodes. The new algorithm enables us to form energy-balanced clusters and distribute
energy consumption equally. Moreover, we proposed a new cost fuction to incorporate different useful
criteria for election of Cluster head nodes with energy efficiency. Simulation results for two different
scenes and comparison of them with previous similar protocols (LEACH and LEA2C) prove that the new
algorithm is able to extend the lifetime of the network and preserve more network coverage with the same
number of dead nodes. In addition, the effectiveness of new cost function is apparently shown.
Keywords: Wireless Sensor Networks, Self-Organizing Map, Neural Networks, Reduction of energy
consumption.

I.

Introduction

The most important difference of Wireless Sensor Network (WSNs) with other wireless
networks may be constraints of their resources, especially energy which usually arise from small
size of sensor nodes and their batteries which is a prerequisite to WSNs main applications. The
main and most important reason of WSNs creation was continuous monitoring of environments
where are too hard or impossible for human to access or stay. So there is often low possibility to
replace or recharge the dead nodes as well. The other important requirement is that we need a
continuous monitoring so the lifetime and network coverage of these networks are our great
concerns. As a result, as energy conservation is the main concern in WSNs, but also it should be
gained with balanced distribution in whole network space. Balanced distribution of energy in
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whole network will lead to balanced death of nodes in all regions preventing from lacking
network coverage in a rather large part of the network. Energy conservation should be gained by
wisely management of energy sources. Several energy conservation schemes have been proposed
in the literature while there is a comprehensive survey of energy conservation methods for WSNs
and the taxonomy of all into three main approaches (duty-cycling, data reduction, and mobility
based approaches)[ Anastasi G, Conti M, Passarella A]. Also these methods can be divided according
to the layer of protocol stack with which they are involved such as several MAC protocols that
have been proposed in the literature and survey studies on them as in[Demirkol I, Ersoy C, Alagoz F,
Langendoen K]. Hierarchical routing is mainly two-layer routing where one layer is used to select
cluster heads and the other for routing [Al-karaki J.N, Kamal A.E].
In clustering protocols, geographically close nodes are organized into groups and each group is
referred to as a cluster. Higher-energy nodes called Cluster Heads (CHs) play the coordination
and communication tasks and other nodes in the clusters called normal (simple) nodes only do
the sensing job and transmit their data packets to CHs. Because the data from adjacent sensor
nodes usually have high correlation, CHs should also aggregate and/or fuse these received data
packets to decrease the number of transmitted messages to Base Station [Wei D, Kaplan SH, Chan
H.A]. In this paper we present a novel Energy Based Clustering protocol through using of Self
organizing map neural networks (called EBC-S). Our work is closely related to LEACHCentralized [Heinzelman W, Chandrakasan A] according to the Base Station cluster formation method
it uses which requires global knowledge about all nodes energy and positions. EBC-S is also
related to LEA2C [Dehni L, Krief F, Bennani Y] protocol which is another SOM-based clustering
protocol. LEA2C handled the NP-hard problem of optimal number of clusters by a two-phase
method; SOM followed by Kmeans and it shows a considerable profit compared with another
LEACH like protocol, called EECS [Ye M, Li C. F, Chen G. H, Wu J. EECS]. The difference of our
proposed protocol with previous one is that it is able to adaptively cluster the nodes not only
based on their topological closeness (coordinates) but also based on their energy levels in each
set-up phase by using SOM capability on multi dimensional data classification. The formed
clusters may not necessarily contain adjacent nodes anymore. As the result of forming clusters
with near equal energy level, we better can balance the energy consumption in whole network
during the data transmission phase and extend the lifetime of the network in the terms of first
dead time and insures more network coverage during network life time. Simulation results show
the profit of our protocol over LEACH and LEA2C.
II.

Neural Networks and energy conservation of WSNS

A Neural Network (NN) is a large system containing parallel or distributed processing
components called neurons connected in a graph topology. These neurons are connected through
weighted connections called synapses. Weight vectors (synapses) connect the network input
layer to output layer. Indeed, the knowledge of NN is stored on weights of its connections and it
doesn't need to any data storage. In other words, Artificial Neural Networks are arithmetic
algorithms which are able to learn complicated mappings between input and output according to
supervised training or they can classify input data in an unsupervised manner. One of the
difficulties with NNs is choosing of appropriate topology for the problem. This selection depends
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on properties of the problem, the most possible methods for solving the problem and also the
properties of NN. Moreover there are different types of training rules which are inspired from
biology science which determine the way NNs learn. In most of these networks, training is based
on learning by example. Thus, a set of correct input-output data are often given to the network
and using these examples, the network should change the weights values so that by inputting new
data the network can return correct answers as output what we call "learning". One of the most
important properties of NN's is ability to recognize the data affected by noise or intentional
change and to remove those variations after learning. There are different types of NN's
topologies, each have different capabilities according to the application needed. The network's
capabilities depend on its structure, dynamics and training rules. The most important applications
of NN include prediction, classification and identification. The most important question is:
How can Neural Networks help to energy conservation of Wireless Sensor Networks?
In fact, Neural Networks are not energy conservation methods and can not independently help to
conserve energy but they can help energy conservation methods as intelligent tools to work in
more efficient, desirable and easier way. So the energy conservation methods are the same
previous methods which can use neural network as a tool to better approach to their goals.
However there is enough motivation to implement full ANNs on each single sensor node due to
analogy between WSNs and ANN as in [Oldewurtel, Frank and Mahonen]. Neural Network based
energy efficient approaches can also be classified according to the role Neural Networks play on
them or according to the appropriated neural topologies applied.
III.

LEACH Protocol

Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH) [Heinzelman W, Chandrakasan A, Balakrishnan
H] is the most famous clustering protocol which had been a basis for many further clustering
protocols. The most important goal of LEACH is to have local Base Station (Cluster Heads) to
reduce the energy cost of transmitting data from normal nodes to a distant Base Station. In
LEACH, nodes organize themselves into local clusters with one node acting as cluster head. All
non-cluster head nodes (normal nodes) transmit their data to the cluster heads. Cluster head
nodes do some data aggregation and/or data fusion function on which should be transmitted to
Base Station. Cluster head nodes are much more energy intensive than normal nodes. So
choosing fix cluster heads, will end up in their early death. One solution can be random rotation
of cluster head among nodes to balance the energy level of the network. The operation of
LEACH is divided into rounds. Each round begins with a set-up (clustering) phase when clusters
are organized, followed by a steady- state (transmission) phase when data packets are transferred
from normal nodes to cluster heads. After data aggregation, cluster heads will transmit the
messages to the Base Station. The election of cluster head is done with a probability function:
each node selects a random number between 0 and 1 and if the number is less than T(n), the node
is elected as a cluster head for current round:
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Where, P is the cluster head probability, r is the number of current round and G is the set of
nodes that have not been cluster-heads in last 1/P round. The strength of LEACH is in its CH
rotation mechanism and data aggregation. But one important problem with LEACH is that it
offers no guarantee about placement and/or number of cluster head nodes in every round.
Therefore using a centralized clustering algorithm would produce better results. LEACHCentralized (LEACH-C) is a Base Station cluster formation algorithm. It uses the same steady
state protocol as LEACH. During the steady state phase, each node sends information about its
current position and energy level to BS. The assumption usually is that each node has a GPS
receiver. The BS have to insure the evenly distribution of energy among nodes. So it determines
a threshold for energy level and selects the nodes (with higher energy than this threshold) as
possible cluster heads. The problem of determining the optimal number of cluster heads is an
NP-Hard problem. LEACHC makes use of Simulated Annealing [Murata T, Ishibuchi H] algorithm
to address this problem. After determining the cluster heads of current round, BS sends a
message containing cluster head ID for each node. If a node's cluster head ID matches its own
ID, the node is acluster head; otherwise it's a normal node and can go to sleep until data
transmission phase. LEACH-C is more efficient than LEACH (LEACH-C delivers about 40%
more data per unit energy than LEACH) because the BS has global knowledge of the location
and energy level of all nodes in the network. Also LEACH-C always insures the existence of K
optimal number of cluster heads in every set-up phase while LEACH can not ensure that.
IV.

SOM Based Routing Protocols

Today, Neural Networks can be applied as effective tools in all aspects of reducing energy
consumption such as duty cycling, data driven and mobility based approaches in WSNs.
Dimensionality reduction, obtained simply from the outputs of the neural networks clustering
algorithms, leads to lower communication costs and energy savings [Kulakov A, Davcev D,
Trajkovski G]. The Self-Organizing Map (SOM) is an unsupervised neural network structure
consists of neurons organized on a regular low dimensional grid [Vesanto J, Himberg J, Alhoniemi E,
Parhankangas J]. Each neuron is presented by an n- dimensional weight vector where n is equal to
the dimensions of input vectors. Weight vectors (or synapses) connect the input layer to output
layer which is called map or competitive layer. Every input vector activates a neuron in output
layer (called winner neuron) based on its most similarity. The similarity is usually measured by
Euclidian distance of two vectors.
Dj 

i1
n

Wi, j  X i

2

(2)
Where xi is the ith input vector, Wi,j is the weight vector connecting input i to output neuron j and
Dj is the sum of Euclidian distance between input sample xi and it's connecting weight vector to
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jth output neuron which is called a map unit. There are different applications for SOM neural
networks in WSNs routing protocols. These applications can be divided into three general
groups: deciding optimal route, selection of cluster heads and clustering of nodes. The authors in
[Aslam N, Philips W, Robertson W, Siva Kumar SH] used Kohonen SOM neural networks for clustering
and their analysis to study unpredictable behaviors of network parameters and applications.
Clustering of sensor nodes using Kohonen Self Organizing Map (KSOM) is computed for
various numbers of nodes by taking different parameters of sensor node such as direction,
position, number of hops, energy levels, sensitivity, latency, etc. Cordina and Debono [Cordina M,
Debono C.J] proposed a new LEACH like routing protocol in which the election of Cluster Heads
is done with SOM neural networks where SOM inputs are intended parameters for cluster heads.
LEA2C apply the connectionist learning by the minimization of the distance between the input
samples (sensor nodes coordinates) and the map prototypes (referents) weighted by an especial
neighborhood function. After set-up phase, the cluster heads of every cluster are selected
according to one of the three criterions, max energy node, nearest node to BS and nearest node to
gravity center of each cluster. Then the transmission phase starts and normal nodes send their
packets to their CHs and on to the BS. In the case of using max energy factor for cluster head
selection, the protocol would have a cluster head rotation process after every transmission phase.
The transmission phase continues until the occurrence of first dead in the network. After that, the
reclustering (set-up) phase will repeat. The simulation results show the profit of LEA2C over
another LEACH-based protocol, called EECS [M, Li C. F, Chen G. H, Wu J. EECS].
V.

Proposed Algorithm (EBC-S)

In order to use the effectiveness of cluster-based routing algorithms in increasing of WSNs
lifetime, we tried to present a new Energy Based Clustering Self organizing map (EBC-S). The
motivation of creating EBC-S was inattention of previous clustering algorithms to energy level
of the nodes as a key parameter to cluster formation of the networks. We tried to develop the
classic idea for topological clustering and incorporate a topology energy based clustering method
in order to approach to our main goal in WSNs, extending life time of the network with enough
network coverage. In our idea, energy based clustering can create clusters with equivalent energy
levels. In this way, energy consumption would be better balanced in whole network.
A. Algorithm Assumptions
The proposed algorithm is more like LEACH-C and LEA2C protocols. Thus the assumption
about BS cluster formation tasks and energy consumptions models of normal and cluster head
nodes are the same as previous. The operation of the algorithm is divided into rounds in a similar
way to LEACH-C. Each round begins with a cluster setup phase, in which cluster organization
takes place, followed by a data transmission phase, throughout which data from the simple nodes
is transferred to the cluster heads. Each cluster head aggregates/fuses the data received from
other nodes within its cluster and relays the packet to the base station. In every cluster setup
phase, Base Station has to cluster the nodes and assign appropriate roles to them. After
determining the cluster heads of current round, BS sends a message containing cluster head ID
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for each node. If a node's cluster head ID matches its own ID, the node is a cluster head
otherwise it is a normal node. BS also creates a Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) table
for each cluster and affects this table to CHs. Using TDMA, schedules the data transmission of
sensor nodes and also allows sensor nodes to turn off their antennas after their time slot and save
their energy. So the energy cost for cluster formation is just for BS and there are no control
packets for sensor nodes. We assume that BS has no constraint about its energy resources. Also
we assume that BS has total knowledge about the energy level and position of all nodes of the
network (most probably by using GPS receiver in each node). The other important assumption of
the protocol is random distribution of nodes in network space. The sensor nodes are
homogenous, means they have the same processing and communication capabilities and the
same amount of energy resources (at the beginning).
B. Cluster Setup phase
The protocol uses a two phase clustering method SOM followed by Kmeans algorithm which
had been proposed in with an exact comparison between the results of direct clustering of data
and clustering of the prototype vectors of the SOM. We selected SOM for clustering because it is
able to reduce dimensions of multi-dimensional input data and visualize the clusters into a map.
In our application, dimensions of input data relates to the number of variables (parameters) that
we need to consider for clustering. The reason for using SOM as preliminary phase is to make
use of data pretreatment (dimension reduction, regrouping, visualization...) gained by SOM [7].
Therefore the data set is first clustered using the SOM, and then, the SOM is clustered by
kmeans. The variables that we want to consider as SOM input dataset is x and y coordination of
every node in network space and the energy level of them. So we will have a D matrix with n_3
dimensions. Since we are applying two different type variables, first we have to normalize all
values. We used a Min-Max normalization method in which mina and maxa are the minimum
and maximum values for attribute a. Min-max normalization, maps a value v in the range of (0,1)
by simply computing:
V 

v  min a

maxa  mina 

(3)

So by means of above equation, our dataset matrix would be:
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Where D is the data sample matrix or input vectors of SOM, XD=(xd1...xdn) are X coordinates,
YD=(yd1…ydn) are Y coordinates, E=(E1…En) are energy levels (remained energy) of all sensor
nodes of the networks, xdmax is the maximum value for x coordinate of the network space, ydmax
is the maximum value for Y coordinate of network space and Emax is the remain energy of
maximum energy node of the network( at the beginning it is equal to Einitial).In order to
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determine weight matrix, Base Station has to select m nodes with highest energy in the network.
At the beginning, the nodes have equal energy level according to our assumptions. So we can
partition the network space to m regions and select the nearest node to center of every region.
However due to using two phase SOM-Kmeans method, we usually need to consider a rather
large value for m, especially in large WSNs. In this case we can choose the m nodes randomly.
We need three variables of these selected (high energy) nodes to apply them as weight vectors of
our SOM: their x coordinate, their y coordinate and their energy level. In our application,
learning is done by minimization of Euclidian distance between input samples and the map
prototypes weighted by a neighborhood function hi,j . So the criterion to be minimized is defined
by: Where N is the number of data samples, M is the
E SOM 
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Number of map units; N(xk) is the neuron having the closest referent to data sample N(xk) and h
is the Gaussian neighborhood function defined by:
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Where rj  ri the distance between map unit j and input sample i and t  t is the neighborhood
radius at time t. The learning phase repeats until stabilization (no more change) of weight
vectors. SOM clusters n data samples into m map units (clusters). Now the SOM should be given
to Kmeans algorithm as input. K-means, partitions the data set into K subsets (clusters) such that
all objects in a given dataset are closest to the same centroid. K-means randomly selects K of
objects as cluster centroids. Then other objects are assigned to these clusters based on minimum
Euclidean distance to their centroids. The mean of every cluster is recomputed as new centroids
and the operation will continue until the cluster centers do not change anymore. The best value
for K (optimal number of clusters) can be determined with an index. We selected DaviesBouldin index. Small values of DB index correspond to clusters which are compact, and whose
centers well separated from each other. Consequently, the number of clusters that minimizes DB
index is taken as the optimal number of clusters. Now, Base station knows the optimal number of
clusters and their member nodes. So the next step before going to transmission phase is selection
of suitable cluster heads for each cluster and assigning appropriate roles to each node.
2

C. Cluster Head selection phase
Different parameters can be considered for selecting a CH in a formed cluster. In [Dehni L, Krief F,
Bennani Y] three criterions have been considered for CH selection:
1) The sensor having the maximum energy level
2) The nearest sensor to the BS
3) The nearest sensor to gravity center (centroid) of the cluster.
When we select the nearest node to BS in a cluster as CH, we insure to consume least energy to
transmit the messages to BS. Also the nearest sensor to gravity center (centroid) of the cluster
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insure least average energy consumption for intra cluster communications while the reduction of
CH overhead is not guaranteed. The results from LEA2C showed that the selecting the nodes
with maximum energy level (first factor) as cluster head, gives the best results. This profit over
two other criterions might be cause of having CH rotation. Because in the case of two other
criterions (nearest sensor to BS or cluster cetroid) the selected CHs stay fixed during the
transmission phase until next reclustering phase which may last for several rounds and it will
cause the rapid depletion of that CHs, while applying these two criterions showed a longer
lifetime (last dead) results. After determining the cluster head nodes, BS assign appropriate roles
to all nodes through the method mentioned for LEACH-C protocol before.
D. Transmission phase
After formation of clusters and selecting their related cluster heads, now it's time to send data
packets sensed at normal nodes to their related cluster heads and after applying data aggregation
functions to received packets by CHs, send messages on to the base station. The energy
consumption of all nodes is computed. After every transmission phase, we count a new round
and would have a cluster head rotation (in the case of using maximum energy criterion) as
described in last section. But how often should we have a reclustering phase? Since our goal is to
create clusters with equal energy levels, we should have a threshold for reclustering phase
according to variation of energy level of the nodes. The best time for reclustering can be when a
relative reduction occurs in energy level of nodes. So the energy level of m selected highest
energy nodes are checked regularly. These nodes are cluster heads of last setup phase. The
condition can be the depletion of a predefined percent of their energy level. This threshold
energy level is defined experimentally. In this paper, 20 percent depletion of initial energy for
first time reclustering phase and 5 percent depletion for next times are used. When the
reclustering threshold is satisfied, BS sends a reclustering message to whole network. So, we can
summarize the algorithm into following steps:
1) Initialization: random deployment of N homogeneous sensors in a given space and with the
same energy level.
2) Cluster set-up phase:
a) Clustering of WSN through SOM and K-mean clustering method by using sensor
coordinates and remained energy as SOM inputs and selecting of m nodes with maximum energy
level as the weights of SOM map units. The value for m can be different for every scene and
experimental.
b) Selection of cluster heads for every cluster with one of the 3 criteria mentioned (maximum
Energy sensor, nearest sensor to BS and nearest sensor to gravity center of the cluster).
c) Assigning roles to every node (CH or Normal node) by BS.
3) Data Transmission Phase
a) Data transmission from normal nodes to CHs. Energy consumption of nodes is then
computed using energy model.
b) Data aggregation and or fusion of received packets and sending results to BS by CHs.
energy consumption of CHs is then computed.
c) CH selection if the CHs had been chosen according to maximum energy criteria
8
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d) Repeat the steps 3-1 to 3-4 until the average energy level of m selected maximum energy
nodes show a 20 percent reduction for first time reclustering and 5 percent for next times.
4) Repeat the steps 2 to 3 until all sensors in the network die.
VI.

Simulations and Results

MATLAB is used to simulate and compare the proposed algorithm (EBC-S) with previous
works. SOM toolbox proposed by HUT researchers has been used to simulate proposed
algorithm [Vesanto J, Himberg J, Alhoniemi E]. The EBC-S protocol performance was evaluated with
three criterions for cluster head selection used by Dehni [Dehni L, Krief F, Bennani Y]. The results
show that selection of maximum energy node as CH, always give the best performance far
enough from two other criterions (nearest sensor to BS or nearest sensor to GC). So the best
performance of EBC-S (with CH maximum energy) has been compared with two other previous
protocols; The comparison was done through using of three metrics: the number of round (time)
when first node dies (First dead time), the number of round (time) when half of nodes die (Half
dead time) and the number of round (time) when last node dies (Last dead time).the results are
shown in table (1, 2).
In figure (1) you can see the cluster formation situation and dispersion of cluster nodes in
LEACH and EBCS protocols. As it is shown in EBCS unlike LEACH (and LEA2C), the
boundary of clusters is unlimited and each cluster does not necessarily contain adjacent nodes.
Since loss of alive nodes in one region of the network will cause lack of network coverage
(sensing) on that region, we applied another test on proposed algorithm. We tried to compare the
network coverage of EBCS (proposed protocol) and LEACH with the same number of dead
nodes (36 dead nodes) and between EBC-S and LEA2C protocols with the same number of dead
nodes (50 dead nodes/half dead time) while all started with 100 sensor nodes. In order to define a
reasonable metric, we used dividing the network space into virtual grids. As you can see in figure
(2), the network space is divided into 25 sensing regions, each region at least contain one sensor.
The region, in which there is at least one alive sensor, is assumed to be an active region
otherwise it is a dead region. We computed the number (percent) of active regions in network
space for each algorithm. Figures (2.a, 2.b) are from LEACH algorithm and EBCS when 36
nodes are dead from 100 initial nodes and BS is placed at (x=0, y=-100). Figures (3.a, 3.b) are
from LEA2C and EBC-S algorithm when 50 nodes from 100 initial nodes are dead while BS is
placed at (x=50, y=200). The comparison of active regions percentage show that LEACH has
84%network coverage while EBC-S still has 92% network coverage left. Moreover, the
comparison of network coverage between LEA2C and EBCS in half dead time in figure.3 show
that in EBC-S, nodes dies more randomly than in LEA2C. Also network coverage in LEA2C is
56% while there is still 80% network coverage left in EBC-S in half dead time.
TABLE I
COMPARISION OF ALGORITHMS RESULTS (FIRST SCENE)
Algorithm
First Half
Last
death death death
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LEACH

576

781

1857

LEA2C(maximum
energy)

626

738

977

EBCS(maximum energy)

862

878

897

EBCS(nearest to BS)

47

996

1206

EBCS(nearest to GC)

47

834

1558

TABLE II
COMPARISON OF ALGORITHMS RESULTS (SECOND SCENE)
Algorithm
First
Half
Last
death death death

Number of nodes=400

(second scene)

LEACH

713

958

2184

LEA2C(maximum
energy)

867

1045

1087

EBCS(maximum energy)

959

999

1053

EBCS(nearest to BS)

18

1120

1421

EBCS(nearest to GC)

22

1057

1712
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Figure. 1. The cluster formation in (a) LEACH and (b) EBCS protocols. All nodes marked with
a given symbol belong to the same cluster, and the cluster head nodes are marked with _in
LEACH and with _ in EBCS.
VII.

Conclusions

Energy conservation is the most important concern in Wireless Sensor Networks applications
which should be considered in all aspects of these networks. Neural Networks as intelligent tools
show great compatibility with WSN's characteristics and can be applied in different energy
conservation schemes of them. This paper presented a classification for the most important
applications of neural networks in energy efficiency of WSNs depend on different research
studies have been done so far. The most important application of neural networks in WSNs can
be summarized to sensor data prediction, sensor fusion, path discovery, sensor data classification
and nodes clustering which all lead to less communication cost and energy conservation in
WSNs. Another classification for neural network based methods can be according to neural
network topologies that applied such as Self Organizing Maps, Back propagation neural
networks, recurrent neural networks, Radial Basis Functions etc. However, Self Organizing Map
neural networks show more applications in WSN platforms.
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In this paper we proposed a new Energy Based Clustering protocol through SOM neural
networks (called EBC-S) which applies energy levels and coordinates of nodes as clustering
input parameters and uses some nodes with maximum energy levels as weight vectors of SOM
map units. Nodes with maximum energy attract nearest nodes with lower energy in order to
create energy balanced clusters. The clustering phase performs by a two phase SOM-Kmeans
clustering method. The simulation results show 50% Profit of new algorithm over LEACH and
38% profit over LEA2C (in first scene) and 27% profit over LEACH and 11% profit over
LEA2C (in second scene) in the terms of increasing first dead time while ensuring total coverage
during 90% up to 95% of network life time in two scenes. Also the way of cluster formation in
EBCS is different from other algorithms besides it shows 8% more network coverage over
LEACH and 24% more network coverage over LEA2C in the same conditions. As future works,
the following research areas would improve the protocol results:
1) Combination of proposed algorithm with multihoping routing protocols.
2) Applying other useful parameters for clustering
3) Applying different structures for SOM and Kmeans algorithms
4) Applying different criterions for Cluster Head selection of the protocol.
5) Applying different neighborhood functions to optimize SOM clustering

12
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Figure. 3. Network coverage at half dead
time: (a) LEA2C, (b) EBC-S where nodes
with circles represent alive nodes and red
dots represent dead nodes.
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